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A mobility device designed to 

bring more joy to life.

Please be sure to read all safety instruction 

contained within the product manual.
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Coasting & Parking brakeC

Memory foam seatD

Armrest with seat release leversE

Assisted liftF

Lightweight, folding aluminum frameG

Footrest for Barstool ModeH

Caster lockI

Introducing 
Zeen!
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Contoured backrestB

Unboxing and 
Setup Guide

gozeen.comSit. Stand. Zeen.



Visit gozeen.com  

for usage instructions.
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With the Zeen upright and wheels on the 

ground, remove protective plastic wrap.  
Then pull open the front Velcro folding 

strap. Rotate the straps vertical for easy 

use of the handlebars.
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Unfold the Zeen by gripping and 

expanding the two side frame tubes near 

arm-rests. When mid-way expanded, 
pivot handlebars forward.

WARNING

Follow instructions in this Guide and the 

Product Manual carefully. 

 �   Properly adjust and use seatbelt at all 
times to prevent falling from the Zeen.

 �   Ensure children are clear when adjusting 
seat height to prevent them from getting 

caught in the seat mechanisms.

 �   Use caution on slopes and when used 

in bar stool mode to prevent tipping 

and falling.

 �  Maintain control and awareness of 
surroundings when coasting to avoid 

collisions and tipping.

Improper setup, use, or maintenance of 

Zeen could lead to serious injury or death.
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Pull open rear folding strap and rear bag strap.
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Push down on the red rear folding handle 

and lock into expanded position.

Next push down on seat until audible click 

confirms the seat is fully locked.

   Handlebars must be fully deployed to 

lock seat in place. Cross-frame handle 
and seat must be locked properly in 

place. Failure to do so may result in 

instability and tipping during use. 

On the handlebars, fully squeeze the long 

coasting brake levers with middle, ring and 

little fingers, and add index finger (or your 
other hand) to pull up the short parking 

latches until they ‘park’ the brakes. Sit down 

on the Zeen seat.

Remove the shipping pins from the frame 

tubing on both sides by freeing the elastic 

cord and then pulling the pin from the hole 

in the strut. Please retain these shipping pins 

for future use when transporting the Zeen.

   Failure to remove both pins may result in 

instability and tipping during use.

Please read all safety instructions in the 

product manual and watch training videos 

at gozeen.com.

Use QR code to access our Zeen training 

videos and frequently asked questions.

Team-lift the Zeen out of the lower 
packaging tray by gripping frame and 

armrests. (If alone, tilt both the Zeen and tray 

to the rear until the Zeen lies on its back; 

and slide off the tray forward. Then carefully 
tilt the Zeen back up on its wheels.)
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